The classical Neumann-Kelvin (NK) linear potential flow model of 3D flow about a ship hull steadily advancing in calm water is reconsidered, and a modified theory-called Neumann-Michell (NM) theory-is given.
Introduction

Alternative calculation methods
We consider the flow due to a ship hull that steadily advances at constant speed along a straight path in calm water of effectively infinite depth and lateral extent. The wave drag related to the waves generated by the advancing ship hull is of considerable practical importance because drag is a critical and dominant hydrodynamic factor for ship design. Accordingly, prediction of ship waves is a classical flow problem that has been widely considered in a huge body of literature. Indeed, a number of alternative methods have been developed and can be used to compute steady free-surface flow about a ship hull.
These alternative flow calculation methods, only briefly reviewed here, include semi-analytical theories based on various approximations (thin-ship, slender-ship, 2D+t theories), potential-flow panel (boundary-integral equation) methods that rely on the use of a Green function (elementary Rankine source, or Havelock source that satisfies the radiation condition and the Kelvin-Michell linearized free-surface boundary condition), and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods that solve the Euler equations or the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
The simplest of these alternative flow calculation methods-notably Michell's classical thin-ship theory, related slender-ship approximations, and the 2D+t theory-provide practical tools well suited for routine applications to ship design and hydrodynamic optimization, notably to quickly evaluate the very large number of alternative designs that typically need to be considered for concept and preliminary design, for which computational efficiency and ease of use are critical considerations. However, these simple analytically based methods involve approximations that restrict their usefulness for many practical applications, notably detail design and design evaluation, for which greater accuracy than can be obtained from analytically based methods is required.
At the high end of the spectrum of available alternative flow calculation methods are CFD methods, based on the Euler or RANS flow equations, that include most of the relevant flow physics. Accordingly, CFD methods can yield accurate predictions of steady flow about a ship hull, although flow calculations about full-scale rough ship hulls and highly unsteady bow waves generated by blunt ship bows largely remain beyond the capabilities of current RANS-based CFD methods. CFD methods can be useful for detail design and design evaluation, which involve many fewer choices than concept and preliminary design, but are not well suited for routine applications to early-stage design and hull-form optimization, which require efficient practical tools.
There is then a need for a theory that accounts for the dominant flow physics and yet only involves a relatively simple boundary-value problem that can be solved in a robust and efficient way. Indeed, a flow calculation method clearly needs to be both practical and sufficiently accurate to be widely useful for routine applications to ship design and hull-form optimization.
Basic assumptions
Surface tension has important effects upon particular flow features such as the appearance of a breaking bow wave, but has limited influence upon the flow features-notably the pressure distribution at a ship hull-of greatest practical importance, except for model experiments with ship models of excessively small scale. Viscous effects are significant at a ship stern and for the design of a ship propulsion system. However, viscosity has limited influence on the overall flow about a streamlined slender ship hull, especially at full scale when the Reynolds number typically exceeds 10 9 . Specifically, the main influence of water viscosity on the flow about a ship hull, except for flow separation near the ship stern, can be represented via an outward displacement of the ship hull surface by a distance equal to the displacement thickness of the viscous boundary layer, in accordance with the classical theory of high-Reynolds-number flows about streamlined bodies. This displacement thickness is quite small, especially for full-scale ships, and can readily be estimated by considering the turbulent viscous boundary layer on a flat plate. Free-surface flow about a ship hull can then be usefully modeled as a potential flow, and potential-flow panel (boundary-integral equation) methods that rely on the use of a Green function (elementary Rankine source or Havelock "free-surface" source) are a useful approach for a broad range of applications. Indeed, comparisons between numerical flow predictions that assume potential flow or account for viscosity are in excellent agreement overall; e.g., [1] .
Nonlinear effects stemming from the free surface have more important effects than viscosity and surface tension. In particular, ship bow waves are significantly affected by nonlinearities, which indeed cause two main flow regimes: the "overturning bow wave regime" that occurs for fast ships with fine bows, and the "unsteady bow wave regime" for blunt ship bows [2, 3] . Computations of a detached thin sheet of water that flows away from a ship hull, as occurs in the overturning bow wave regime, is a difficult task that requires fine discretization, but this task is within the realm of advanced CFD methods. However, computations of highly unsteady and turbulent bow waves
